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Abstract: This study presents the survey about the information and other needs of library users
of Romanian minority in Voivodina. The main aim of this study is to reveal that public
libraries that collect publications in Romanian language and their services need to develop and
modernize in the spirit of the digital age, with the purpose to meet the information and other
needs of its users. The survey was carried out over a six months period, from June to
December 2013. The survey covered web-based and ordinary questionnaires for users and
interview for librarians. The data were gathered from library users and librarians of four public
libraries in Voivodina that collect publications in Romanian language, these libraries being
located in Alibunar, Torak, Uzdin and Vrsac. Totally 41 valid questionnaires and 4 interview
responses were gathered and used for analysis. Although the results of the research may not be
valid for the whole population, because the response rate was rather small, compared with
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other similar researches and considering homogeneity of population, some general conclusions
were made. The results of this research are compared with the results of similar researches of
national minority library users from Croatia, England and Sweden. The results of this research
reveal the information and other needs of library users of Romanian minority. The results
reveal which are the most needed library information resources, the preferable language of
library information service, satisfaction with library, frequency of library use etc. The results
are presented by utilizing descriptive statistics. The value and originality of this study lays in
the fact that this is the first attempt to do the empirical research on the topic of user needs of
any national minority library users in Serbia. Therefore, this research can be perceived as a
pilot project. It can be used as a starting point for compiling a large national project that will
help improvement of all libraries of national minority library users in Serbian multicultural
region Voivodina. This research could also inspire librarians for further multicultural library
and information science researches.
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INFORMATION AND OTHER NEEDS OF LIBRARY USERS OF ROMANIAN
MINORITY IN VOIVODINA

1

INTRODUCTION
Today, in our information age, we can argue that “all people live in an increasingly

heterogeneous society” (The International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions
[IFLA], 2008) and communicate around the world in “more than 6,000 different languages”.
(IFLA, 2008) We can say that contemporary society is multicultural and pluralistic, or
moreover, that the world is multicultural.
According to two important theoreticians that study multicultural societies, sociologist
Andrea Semprini and political philosopher Charles Taylor, multiculturalism most runs the
questions of diversity (Semprini, 1999), identity and demand for recognition (Taylor, 1994)1.
Although we live in digital age, there are many different cultural, philosophical, religious,
national, linguistic, etc., identities across the globe that are waiting to be recognized. At the
one side, for many people communication is easier than ever, thanks to digital technologies.
At the other side, many people are still living without essential human needs not even
dreaming about the digital world.
According to another

political philosopher who focuses the problem of

multiculturalism, “modern societies are increasingly confronted with minority groups,
demanding recognition of their identity, and accomodation of their cultural differences.“
(Kymlicka, 1996, chapter 2, para. 1). The phrase minority groups refer to any social group
which is different from the majority group within one society. According to the MerriamWebster’s Online Dictionary minority is “a group of people who are different from the larger
1

These terms are repeated many times through their works, expressing the essence of multiculturalism.
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group in a country, area, etc., in some way (such as race or religion)”. (“Minority”, n.d.) One
minority also differs from other minority or minorities. The distinctions can be very wide,
such as: national, ethnic, linguistic, religious, gender, sexual, etc., and they can intertwine. In
this work we talk about ethnic and national minority groups.
This study focuses Romanian national minority in North part of Serbia, multicultural
region Voivodina. The main distinction of this minority is bilinguality, and its cultural and
religious customs. The Romanian minority is recognized legaly and has the right for education
and religion in its mother tounge. The Romanian minority population is mostly settled in east
part of Voivodina, in rural areas. They are loyal to their cultural identity. They preserve it
through traditional cultural manifestations, publishing in their own language, education, art
and religion. Many cultural events of Romanian minority happen in public libraries, which
also serve as cultural, educational and social centers, which is common for public libraries in
multicultural or ethnicaly mixed communities in general. Public libraries that collect
information in Romanian language are places for recognition, of recognized diversity and they
are preserving Romanian cultural identity and tradition.
The main topic of this study, as the title says, is information and other needs of
(public) library users of Romanian minority in Voivodina. This work presents the survey about
this topic. It focuses the public libraries that collect publications in Romanian language,
including both rural and urban public libraries.
Services of public libraries are aimed to satisfy certain needs of their users. These
needs are firstly information needs. We all have the need for certain information, and the
libraries are places that can satisfy this need. Under the term information we may consider
information source or source of information, publication, (written) document, data, text file,
any message or knowledge. Also, „information can be any difference you precieve, in your
environment or within yourself“ (Case, 2008). In that meaning, information can be every
sensory experience. In information age, developed information system and/or services, and
also information resources are important to provide any information to their users.
In libraries, depending on personal and group differences, users have needs for
different information. In other words, information can satisfy many library users needs.
According to Case (2008), however, „information cannot satisfy many human needs“, such as
basic needs (need for food, shelter, clothes, money and love), because information need is a
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recognition that knowledge of person is inadequate to satisfy the goal he or she has. In a
„consious effort“ of person to meet his or her need and fill the „gap in knowledge“, person is
seeking for information (Case, 2008). Besides information needs, different type of library
users have some other needs. Public libraries, for example, can serve other needs to thier
users, such as educational (e.g. public library branches for children), recreational (e.g. for
elderly adults), social or cultural (e.g. ethnic minority users). Different needs are present in
diferent type of library users. As a type of library users, ethnic or national minority users have
other needs besides information needs. Under the term other needs, when we talk about
national and ethnical minority library users, educational, cultural, social, linguistical needs are
considered. E.g. the need for certain information sources for satisfying their educational, or
certain information services for satisfying their cultural (wich includes identity or recognition)
need, such as service in mother tounge. Information and other needs should not be confused
with demands or wants.
In this work, information and other user needs of Romanian minority is compared with
other national and ethnic minority users, which are long and well established minorities from
Croatia, and well established and legaly recognized minorities from England and Sweden.

1.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM
In this research we investigated how and how much public libraries are used by
members of Romanian minority. We also wanted to see what were the reasons for library
visits and to see how public libraries are prepared to meet the information and other needs for
their users. We wanted to discover if public library services and collections meet the needs of
Romanian minority library users. Also, we were interested if these users need services in their
mother tongue, to what extent and what is the motive of that need. Also, we intended to
discover if they need local information, or information from and about their land of origin, and
what type of information and publications they need. In addition, we were interested if the
public libraries are familiar with the information and other needs of their users and if they
have possibilities to accomplish these needs, and if not why. Another issue that we
investigated is if the Romanian minority library users are satisfied with the public library
collections and services. And finally, we tried to find the answer on the question how these
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libraries can develop in such a way to meet the information and other needs of their minority
users.
All these issues are important for the better understanding of Romanian minority and
their information and other needs. Rising awareness of these needs can lead to:
-

development of library collections, systems and services

-

better collaboration between similar libraries in the country and abroad with the scope
of development

-

better understanding other Voivodinian minority library user needs and helping them
to develop

-

awareness that libraries which do not meet the users information and other needs are
useless

1.2 MOTIVE, IMPORTANCE AND ACTUALITY OF THE RESEARCH
The main motive for this study is found in the attitude that all human beings have the
same rights, despite any diversity. (Universal Declaration of Human Rights [UDHR], 1948).
According to the human rights, minorities should not be exception in going up with the times
in any aspect. The modern libraries in accordance with the time we live should be
everybody’s right.
In our information and digital age, when traditional libraries are shifting to digital,
library users need developed library and information services. Communities that don’t invest
in new technologies and online access in 21st century are on the way to be marginalized and
forgotten. Besides, nowadays, this topic is very important for rising awareness about the
current, online intercultural collaboration between libraries and publishers in neighboring
countries and (re)establishing the same.
The existence of minority libraries in Voivodina for decades is presenting the image of
long cultural tolerance inside the country and the durability of intercultural collaboration in
multicultural society. However, it is obvious that the current state of these libraries has
changed for worse, firstly because of financial crash, caused by political and social changes of
Serbia and former Yugoslavia. In the past, close intercultural collaboration with neighbor
countries influenced on development of libraries of national minorities in Voivodina. Decay of
former Yugoslavia and the war in 90s impoverished the whole country. Consequences of these
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changes are still seen in all areas, but are obvious in libraries, their book inventories and
databases.
Based on experience and observation, we can also conclude that library collaboration
that existed for decades, paradoxically, is interrupted or reduced with civilization progress, or
technology development. Rural libraries are specially affected, being remained technologically
undeveloped. The communication, which is the basis of cooperation, on international level
shifted on digital media and for undeveloped institutions became difficult. In such a way, it is
cliché to say that the minorities are the bridges of cooperation if we look the current state of
the national minority libraries in Voivodina, which are not in envy position. On this topic,
mass media still do not give any information.
In any case, preserving the cultural identity and heritage is remaining one of the most
important issues for minority population in Voivodina. The national library - the Matica
Srpska Library (BMS)2, is collecting, organizing, preserving and disseminating all
publications in minority languages that are published in Voivodina. Being national, this library
is receiving obligatory copies and preserving all national heritages in Voivodina, including
national minority heritage. BMS is also acting as repository of publishing in minority
language. On the contrary, public libraries that collect publications in minority languages,
specifically Romanian language, are lacking in resources and technologies.
This work focuses the public libraries that are located in places which are the most
important for Romanian minority culture. The focused libraries collect publications primarily
in Romanian language. The research presented in this work is important for the benefit of
Romanian minority in the sense of recognizing their information and other library needs. In its
best scenario, the results of the research can impact the authorities to develop modern public
library services that will meet the information and other library needs of its users, and which
will be in accordance with the time we live in. It is also important for reestablishing the
international library collaboration, which is today easier than ever, if the library is technically
developed and has human resources.
2

As a rule, each country should have one national library. We see exceptions in Serbia and Italy (the National
Central Library of Rome, the National Central Library of Napoli and the National Central Library of
Florence). The existence of two national library in Serbia is related to the national history, with the scope to
protect and save national cultural heritage that was preserved in the National Library of Serbia, and in a huge part
destroyed in WW2 bombardment, on 6th April 1941. The Matica Srpska as the oldest and one of the most
important national institutions in Serbia preserves and cultivates all national heritage. The Matica Srpska has its
own law.
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1.3 RESEARCH GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
The research objective of this survey is to present the information and other needs of
library users of Romanian minority in Voivodina and their relationship with public library. In
addition, revealing the frequency of the library use, the most needed library resources, the
language of library services, whether the current library services of this user group are
satisfying user needs, etc. Subsequently, the objective is to reveal how many similar
researches are done and to present the publications on this topic. The goal is to come to
conclusion with the help of the hypothesis and answer to the questions such as: What is
needed for change, if it is needed, and for improvement the current state of public libraries and
their services of Romanian minority in Voivodina?
In the 21st century, public libraries, like any other library, need modern services that
will shift to hybrid public libraries, which means to collect both printed and digital
publications and other library materials, and to provide both information and traditional
services. Today it is easier to provide information through information technology, but
traditional services are also worth preserving. Contemporary services that provide information
and literature in mother tongue for its users are important because information has sense only
when it is understood. Thus, for acquiring mentioned needs, public libraries should consider
user information and other needs and develop in such a way to give priority to the quality and
variety of services and resources.
This study is pointing:
- the need for development of library information systems and services for minority
users;
- the need for intercultural and local collaboration and communication between
libraries that collect publications in minority languages.
The research topic of information and other needs of Romanian minority library users
reveal the real condition of public libraries and its users in Voivodina, with the main goal to
help them satisfy the needs of minority users through modernizing their services in accordance
with the time we live in and with the user information and other needs.
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1.4 RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND HYPOTHESIS
The main subject (and topic) of this research is Romanian minority library user’s
information and other needs and the realization of that needs. Starting point of the research is
the information behavior and attitude of library users of public libraries that collect
publications in Romanian language.
Accordingly, starting hypothesis of this study is that Romanian minority in Voivodina,
as long established national minority in Serbia:
- use public libraries to satisfy their information and other needs, but
- need improvement of current library collections and services.
The research questions (RQ) and research hypothesis (H) that are tested are following:
RQ1: How frequently library users of Romanian minority visits public libraries?
H1: Most users come to the library once a month.
RQ2: For what purposes do they use public libraries?
H2: Most users come to the library to borrow books.
RQ3: To what extend and why members of the long-established Romanian minority
from Voivodina need information and library services in mother tongue?
H3: Most users need information both in Romanian and Serbian language.
H4: Most users who better understand Romanian language and who want to
cultivate their mother tongue need information in Romanian language.
H5: Most users need library services in mother tongue.
RQ4: What publications and information resources do they need and require?
H6: Most users need publications published both in Serbia and Romania.
H7: Most users need and require books, magazines and local newspapers.
RQ5: What information services do they need?
H8: Most users need to borrow books and free internet access.
RQ6: How often do they get what they need?
H9: Most users sometimes get what they need.
H10: Most users are mostly satisfied with referral service and library collection,
and unsatisfied with internet access.
RQ7: How can multicultural library services develop?
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H11: Shifting to digital library will enable easier sharing of resources and
establishing mutual collaboration with libraries abroad and in the country.

1.5 RESEARCH METHOD
The method of this research is survey of information and other needs of Romanian
minority library users. For the objective results of the survey, the combination of quantitative
and qualitative methods was used. Regarding the topic of this study, survey method explored
whether the library services that serve Romanian minority fulfill their information and other
needs and which are this needs. The survey method was the most appropriate method for this
work, because of the need to gather information of a relatively large population such as
Romanian minority. As it is seen in chapter 4 Survey of published research, it is common and
most appropriate to use survey method for the kind of research that examines national or
ethnic minority users need.
In chapter 5 Research method, the method of this research is presented in more details.

1. 6 WORK STRUCTURE
This study is diveded in ten chapters.
The first chapter is describing the problem of the research, explains the motive,
importance and actuality of the topic. It explains the research goals and objectives, and
presents research questions and hypothesis, such as research method that is used in this work
and work structure.
The second chapter is short and general review of Voivodinian multicultural
environment and the impotance of preserving and developing libraries of national minorities.
The third chapter is an overview of libraries that collect publications in Romanian
language in Voivodina, which relies on the only publication that presents this topic,
“Romanian libraries and books in Voivodina”. In short, the charge of the Minority National
Council is presented.
The forth chapter is review of similar published researches on the related topic in
Europe.
The fifth chapter is description of the research method, how the research is actually
done in practice, its design, presenting samples, instruments and data gathering.
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In the sixth chapter the results of the research are presented descriptively.
In the seventh chapter the results are discussed, compared with the research questions
and hypothesis, surveyed literature as well as with the motives and goals of the thesis.
The eight chapter is conclusion of the research, sum of everything that is written. The
suggestions about the minority library development is given.
The ninth chapter is bibliography.
The tenth chapter are appendices, forms of research instruments that are used for
research purposes.
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VOIVODINIAN MULTICULTURAL ENVIRONMENT AND IMPORTANCE
OF PRESERVING NATIONAL MINORITY LIBRARIES

2.1 VOIVODINIAN MULTICULTURAL ENVIRONMENT
The region in North part of Serbia, Voivodina, is known by its multiculturalism and
long peaceful cohabitation of many different minority groups. The colorfulness of this region
of Serbia is best seen through the linguistic prism. Namely, there are six official languages in
Voivodina (Serbian, Hungarian, Croatian, Slovakian, Romanian, and Ruthenian) and two
scripts (Cyrillic and Latin). The largest national minority in Voivodina are Hungarians, which
are, together with Croats, Slovaks, Romanians, Ruthenians, Germans, nationalities that are
long established in Voivodina, mainly from the 19th century Austro-Hungarian Monarchy.
Multicultural profile of Voivodina has changed during 1990s, with new migrations,
immigrations, and internally displaced persons, caused by war and disintegration of former
Yugoslavia, which created new minority groups in Voivodina (e. g. Bosnians, Bunjevci,
Šokci), increasing their number. Besides, it should be mentioned here that one large and old
ethnic minority group in this area is Romani people. (“Vojvodina”, 2014)
All of these minorities preserve their national or ethnic identity (religion, believes,
customs), and in the first place, their mother tongue. In Voivodina, national minorities have
the right to education and information in their mother tongue, which is in accordance with the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Regarding the right of information, UDHR (1948)
states that:
“Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes
freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and impart information
and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers” (art. 19), everyone being entitled
as “without distinction of any kind, such as race, color, sex, language, religion, political or
other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status.” (art. 2)
Minorities in Voivodina enjoy mentioned rights to a greater or lesser extent.
The importance of preservation and protection of minorities is approved by many
governmental, non-governmental and civil organizations, the main being United Nations and
Council of Europe, which have written declarations, conventions, recommendations and other
documents that refer to important questions that deal with minority problems. Some important
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publications that deal with minority rights issues are: The United Nations Declaration on the
Rights of Persons Belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities;
publications by Minority Rights Group International; Recommendations of the United Nations
Forum on Minority Issues; The Oslo Recommendations regarding the Linguistic Rights of
National Minorities; The Hague Recommendations Regarding the Education Rights of
National Minorities; Framework Convention for the Protection of Linguistic Minorities by
Council of Europe; European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages by Council of
Europe, etc.

2.2 IMPORTANCE

OF PRESERVING OF LIBRARIES OF NATIONAL

MINORITIES
Documents that are mentioned in previous chapter represent the importance of
preservation and protection of minority cultures, most of them focus on preserving the
language, or linguistic identity.
Language is the most important part of national or ethnic identity. The members of
minority groups sometimes better know the mother tongue than the language of majority
culture. Although they cultivate bilingualism, they feel “at home” in an environment where
they can express themselves in the language they speak from early childhood. These
environments are, besides home, often cultural centers and libraries.
The primary function of libraries in general is to collect, organize, preserve, and
disseminate the information sources. Besides mentioned, public libraries have also social,
educational, cultural, recreational, and other functions. In the localities populated with
predominantly minority inhabitants, social and cultural functions are emphasized. The cultural
events organized by the libraries in minority localities are the opportunity for minority
population to communicate in their mother tongue. However, nowadays, social networks are
places where minorities (such as any other groups of people) connect with each other.
The libraries, especially public libraries, could fulfill the function of meeting minority
user information needs in accordance to the 21st century. Meeting the user information and
other needs in all types of libraries firstly means providing appropriate library services and
developing the qualitative library collection.
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IFLA (2008) states that “library and information services in a culturally and
linguistically diverse context include both the provision of services to all types of library users
and the provision of library services specifically targeted to understand cultural and linguistic
groups.”
Information services are not always provided in mother tongue of minority groups.
Collections of publications that can be found in libraries that serve multicultural users are not
always carefully selected according to the real user needs. To discover the real needs of
national minority library users, they should be examined from time to time, because libraries
that collect information in languages of national minorities need to develop in the same
manner as other libraries, and in accordance with the requirements with contemporary society.
The libraries which serve national minorities should develop for new generations of today’s
library users, and for the generations that come. Besides technology trends, they should
consider their specific multicultural, ethnic or national information needs, without any
discrimination.
There are many recommendations, conventions, guidelines and other documents that
underline the importance of preserving and development of libraries of national minorities,
such as following: the Glasgow Declaration on Libraries, Information Services and
Intellectual Freedom, the Multicultural Communities: Guidelines for Library Services, the
Multicultural Library Manifesto, Framework Convention for the Protection of National
Minorities, etc.

2.3 OVERVIEW OF DOCUMENTS THAT UNDERLINE IMPORTANCE OF
PRESERVING OF MULTICULTURAL AND MINORITY LIBRARIES
This subchapter gives a short review of three documents that underline importance of
preserving and development of multicultural libraries and libraries which serve national
minority library users:


The Glasgow Declaration on Libraries, Information Services and Intellectual
Freedom



The Multicultural Library Manifesto
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The Multicultural Communities: Guidelines for Library Services

In The Glasgow Declaration on Libraries, Information Services, and Intellectual
Freedom, IFLA (2002) states that libraries and information services are “gateways to
knowledge, thought and culture”, which consider both individual and group information and
other needs and development. Although the Declaration in its forefront underlines the
intellectual freedom and uninhibited access to information, it also clearly indicates to respect
of civil values and multiculturalism. In this document, IFLA also affirms that “libraries and
information services shall acquire, preserve and make available the widest variety of
materials, reflecting the plurality and diversity of society”. In the spirit of the Declaration of
Human Rights and Freedoms, the Glasgow declaration underlines that “libraries and
information services shall make materials, facilities and services equally accessible to all
users. There shall be no discrimination for any reason including race, national or ethnic origin,
gender or sexual preference, age, disability, religion, or political beliefs.” (IFLA, 2002)
In another document, The Multicultural Library Manifesto, IFLA (2008) states that
”libraries of all types should reflect, support and promote cultural and linguistic diversity at
the international, national, and local levels, and thus work for cross-cultural dialogue and
active citizenship; libraries should encourage, support and promote multiculturalism, thus
should ensure peaceful coexistence between diverse individual and groups.” In such a way,
libraries should play important role in promoting international peace. The Manifesto focuses
the human rights of each individual. In this document, IFLA suggests the further library
principles:


to “serve all members of the community without discrimination based on cultural and
linguistic heritage”;



to “provide information in appropriate languages and scripts”;



to “give access to a broad range of materials and services reflecting all communities
and needs”;



to “employ staff to reflect the diversity of the community, who are trained to work with
and serve diverse communities”. (IFLA, 2008)
Further, in The Multicultural Library Manifesto is stated that “Library and information

services in a culturally and linguistically diverse context include both the provision of services
to all types of library users and the provision of library services specifically targeted to
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understand cultural and linguistic groups. Special attention should be paid to groups which are
often marginalized in culturally diverse societies: minorities, asylum seekers and refugees,
residents with a temporary residence permit, migrant workers, and indigenous communities.”
IFLA (2008)
In The Multicultural Communities: Guidelines for Library Services, IFLA (2009)
mentions several factors which may influence on cited principles. They can be summarized in
the following way:
-

scarcity of publications in minority languages lead to inequality of provision
standards of the same publications in majority language;

-

the equitable provision of library services is defined by the specificity of the
certain group, its cultural and linguistic identity, the level of social integration
within a society, etc.;

-

“the demand for library services is a crucial factor”; it “may not correspond to the
proportion of population”; it may reflect the quality of provision, library services,
expectations of the users, etc. Thus, “decisions on service level provision need to
be based upon community analysis and needs assessment”;

-

library staff should provide information to multicultural groups in their own
language, especially information that is not translated in minority languages, such
as those published in official publications.

According to the IFLA’s Guidelines, it is “important that library services to
multicultural communities should be seen as an integral part of any library’s full range of
library and information services, rather than in isolation or as an addition to traditional library
services.” (IFLA, 2009).
The Guidelines should be used together with standards and guidelines by particular
countries and library types.
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SPECIFICITY OF ROMANIAN POPULATION IN VOIVODINA AND THEIR
LIBRARIES

Most Romanians live in rural areas, as the majority of population in Voivodina. The
same as other minorities, Voivodinian Romanians have specific culture, typical to themselves,
that is at the first sight observed in architecture of their localities and their ethnography. Of
course, the main specificity is their language. It is interesting to mention that Romanian
minority in Voivodina is long established in different localities and they differ between
themselves in their regional dialect and customs, which depend from the Romanian region
they came from. (Maran, 2011) The characteristic that connects them all is the literary or
written language they nurture.
The most Romanians are settled in eastern part of Voivodina, region called Banat.
(There is also Banat region in Romania). According to the Census in the year 2011 in Serbia,
the number of residents in Voivodina is 1.931.809 (Serbia is a country of 7.186.862
inhabitants), where 25.410 people declared themselves as Romanians (29.332 in Serbia).
(Republički zavod za statistiku, 2011) The number of Romanian nationality in Voivodina is
decreaseing from year to year. Some reasons are: decreasing the natality, economic migrations
and mixed merriages (assimilation). (Spariosu and Savić, 2011)

3.1 ROMANIAN LIBRARIES AND BOOKS IN VOIVODINA
As it is the case with publications in languages of all national and ethnic minority
groups in Voivodina, the collections of publications of Romanian minority can be found in all
types of libraries: national, academic, public, school and special libraries, as it can be seen in
OPAC systems in Serbia (BISIS and COBISS). All the libraries that collect publications in
minority languages and publications about minorities in Voivodina are places of preservation
of cultural heritage and identity of diverse minority groups.
Althought problems of Romanian libraries in Voivodina have been questioned in the
past, no empirical research about these libraries and library information and other user needs is
ever done.
The book “Romanian libraries and books in Voivodina” by Ursulescu and Ursulescu
Miličić (2009) is the only written monograph publication that gathers data about the Romanian
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libraries and collections in Voivodina. It is a detailed historical review of these libraries and
collections, with some useful quantitative data until the year 2009, which are gathered from
librarians, authorities, annual library reports, local journals, newspapers, and historical
monographies. It gives a valuable review of current and historical Romanian libraries and
collections in Voivodina. The authors, however, focus the quantity of publications in libraries
and library collections, and not the quality, library services and the information and other
needs of library users.
Important Romanian library collections in Voivodina, as already mentioned, can be
found in all types of libraries: national, academic, school, public, and special. The Matica
Srpska Library, with the function of national, university and parent library for the Voivodinian
region, has a large collection of publications in Romanian language, currently 15.846
bibliographic units (including all types of publications and their component parts) in
Romanian language in COBISS (April, 2013).
Academic libraries that collect books in Romanian language are: a) the Faculty of
Philosophy Library in Novi Sad, a branch and departmental Library of the Department of
Romanian studies; currently has 4.015 bibliographic units in COBISS (April, 2013) and b) the
High School for Education of Teachers Library in Vrsac.
School libraries that collect publications in Romanian are: Library of Gymnasium in
Vrsac, Library of Economic High School in Alibunar, Library of Primary School in Alibunar
and libraries of primary schools in rural localities. In 8 school libraries of 23 Romanian
localities that are settled with Romanian minority, there are collections with up to 3000
publications in Romanian language. Some Romanian villages have no more pupils in classes
of Romainan languages, so there are no more books in Romanian language in these school
libraries. Some of them are now a part of the libraries at village cultural centers. (Ursulescu
and Ursulescu Miličić, 2009).
Public and special libraries in rural areas are a part of communities with important
cultural function for users. They are usually situated in the village cultural centers and are very
important meeting places for Romanian minority. In these libraries cultural events are
organized, from literary meetings, different anniversaries, folk evenings, etc. Unfortunately,
neither the rural cultural centers, nor their libraries are developed as they should be in digital
age. Some schools in Romanian villages do not have large collection in schools, so the pupils
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use libraries in cultural centers. Sometimes, it is usual, that these libraries are wrongly called
libraries, with collections smaller than 3000 publications and without professional librarians,
which are two conditions for establishing the library. They are usually branches of a particular
municipal and public library.
Special libraries in urban areas with collections in Romanian are: a) the Library of the
Institute of Culture of Voivodinian Romanians in Zrenjanin; it is currently one of the most
important Romanian institutions in Voivodina, which intends to meet the needs of
preservation of Romanian culture. (Currently, it collects up to 4000 publications in Romanian
language, and is continuingly developing) and b) the Library of Publishing House
“Libertatea” in Pancevo, with the collection of up to 3000 publications. (Ursulescu and
Ursulescu Miličić, 2009)
Public libraries in urban and suburban areas that collect up to 3000 publications in
Romanian language are: a) Novi Sad City Library – branch “Nichita Stanescu”, all in
Romanian; there are currently 2240 bibliographic records in BISIS by present (March, 2013),
b) Vrsac City Library, with the collection up to 3500, but only a small number of bibliographic
records (65) in COBISS, c) Alibunar public library (municipal library with 9 branches), with
only 324 bibliographic records in COBISS until now. (March, 2013)
It is interesting to remark here the parochial library collection in the village Torac. It
has a small collection of books in function of the Romanian Ortodox church.
It is important to mention here that in the Central Serbia, there are two libraries that
have a large collection of publications in Romanian language: a) the National Library of
Serbia in Belgrade and b) the Faculty of Philology Library in Belgrade.
In Eastern Serbia, there are also libraries that collect books in Romanian. However, in
this work we are focused only on North Serbian multicultural region.
This study focuses public libraries that collect publications in Romanian language. The
research is done in four important localities-centers of Romanian culture in Voivodina: 1) The
Library “Petru Mezin” in village Uzdin, a part of the Romanian Cultural Society Tibiscus, 2)
The Library “Acad. Emil Petrovici” in village Torac, branch of the municipal Library “Branko
Radicevic” in Zitiste, 3) Alibunar Municipal Library “Vuk Karadzic” in locality Alibunar and
4) Vrsac City Library in Vrsac. The other public libraries that collect publications in
Romanian language are also considered.
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3.2 LEGISLATION
In Serbia, each national minority has its Council that has the right of self-government.
Their role is closer established by The Law on National Councils of National Minorities. It
refers to the right to use language and script of mother tongue, the right on education and
information in their own language, and the right to preserving their culture, religion and
ethnical identity. (Zakon o nacionalnim savetima nacionalnih manjina, 2014)
The National Councils also have the role to partly take care of development of libraries
and library collections of minority cultures in Voivodina, especially school and public
libraries. Under certain financial circumstances, their own choice of priorities for investment
in preservation and development, as because of their small possibility to make a change,
library needs of minority groups are not always satisfied.
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SURVEY OF PUBLISHED RESEARCH

There are numerous research articles on multicultral library user needs, but only
several focus on national and ethnic minorities in Europe. The most of the multicultural library
researches are focusing on immigrants as library users (Jönsson-Lanevska, 2005), Hispanic
library users in USA (Dawson, 1996), tribal libraries (Peterson, 2004) or libraries of ingeniuos
people (Juvik, 1999).
Each of these minority group is unique and different, with its specific needs. Their
specificity also depends on the place where they live. While e.g. American immigrant library
user needs are more focused on finding information about the citizenship and on improving
laguage skills, the long-established national and ethnic minorities, or ingenious people in
Europe, have different information and library needs than those in USA.
Research articles that focus on American, Australian and Canadian multicultural
library studies are omitted in this work, because the multiculturality on this continents differs
from multiculturality in Europe, and it is hard to compare. The further overview of the results
of emprical researches, focuses the needs of different ethnical and national minorities in
Europe.

4.1 SERBIAN MINORITY USER NEEDS IN CROATIA
In two multicultural studies about long established minorities in the Croatian region
Baranya county, Serbian and Slovak minority, researchers Tanackovic, Lacovic and
Stanarevic (2011; 2012) investigate information and other library user needs. The hypothesis
in these studies is that minorities need information in their mother tounge, and that it should be
the motivation for them to use libraries.
In the empirical research on information and other needs of Serbian minority library
users in Baranya public libraries, Tanackovic et al. (2011) presented the following results:
96.4% of respondents need information in their mother tounge, mostly for their cultural,
personal development and leisure. Among them there are 50% members of local public
libraries; 75.7% of respondents answered that the main reason for need to access the
information in their mother tounge is to nurture it and to stay in contact with their ethnical
group; 78.3% of library users most often use books in their mother tounge, 63.8% newspapers
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and magazines, and 56.5% internet. Most of the respondents were moderatly satisfied with the
public library collection. The most unsatisfyed are the most educated users. Regarding other
library services in public libraries, 46.4% respondents, mostly men, visit library for book
promotions and other events. Respondents in the age range between 20-30 years old never
visit library for promotions and events. The research also revealed that 92.8% of respondents
can verbalize their needs for information sources in mother tounge only to librarians. This
study also focused the use of Central Library for the Serbian minority in Zagreb. The results
showed that majority, 97.9% were not members of Central Library. The main reason of small
percentage of memebers of this library, as study showed, lays in the fact that it is too far from
their place of their residence.

4.2 SLOVAK MINORITY USER NEEDS IN CROATIA
The results of the research on information and other needs of Slovak minority users in
Baranya county, Tanackovic et al. (2012) showed that 91.1% of respondents have a need for
information in Slovak language, but only 33.9% are members of local libraries. There are
some very similar results with prevoiusly presented research. In other words, the same as
Serbian minority in Baranya, Slovak minority use reading materials for cultural, personal
development and for leisure. They also use libraries for cultural events. The main reason for
need to access the information in their mother tounge is to nurture it and to stay in contact with
their ethnic community. The same as Serbian minority group, they are moderatly satisfied with
library sources, and they can express their information and other needs only to librarians. In
contrast to Serbian minority in Croatia, and regarding sources they use, Slovak minority use
mostly newspapers and magazines (50%), then monographic publications (42.1%), and
internet (31.6%).
For gathering data, only quantitive methodology was used in both presented studies.
Also, in both studies questionnaries were distributed throught to the minority cultural
associations, by the snowball-sempling method. The disadvantage of these studies is in the
choice of the metodology, and in focusing mostly on use of libraries and satisfaction, but not
discovering their real needs. Researchers conlcuded that combined methodology, that includes
both interview and questionnaire would be more appropirated for examined minorities.
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4.3 ROMANI LIBRARY USERS IN CROATIA
In another empirical research in Baranya region, Petr (2004) studied ethnic minority
Romani people and their information and other needs. He underlined the educational and
integrational role of libraries that serve minority users. As in previously presented researches,
this research showed the limitation in the choice of methodology approach. Research
instrument used for examination of Romani people was questionnary, divided to them
throught Romani cultural associatons. Unfortunately, researchers concluded that the interview
would be more appropriate methodogy approach for this minority, regarding their low level of
education and literacy. Only 29.6% of responedents answered the questionnaire, which is, as
researchers stated, satisfacotry rate regarding the mentioned specificity of Romani.
The hypothesis of this study was that Romani minority, as marginalized group, is not
aware that the library and its services may help in their inclusion in the society. This is the
result of libraries inactivity in localities where Romani people live and the low level of
education of this population. The results affirmed the initial hypothesis. Regarding sources of
informaton they use, the study showed that Romani people mosty use television, radio and
talking to other people to satisfy their information and other needs. The study also showed that
71.1% of responedents know that they have access to varoius printed sources in their local
community. Regarding library use, 83.7% of responedents answered they do not use libaries.
Among Romani minority oral tradition is strong, not reading. Only one respondent, with
university degree, is a public library user. 16.3% are school library users. However, 90,7% of
respondants are familiar with non-governamental organizations and associations that care of
wellbeing of Romani people and that organize various educative workshops and seminars.
(Petr, 2004)

4.4 BULGARIAN LIBRARIES IN SERBIA
Unfortunately, there is no emphirical research done about this topic. However,
Georgiev (2010; 2011), the author of two texts about the library users of Bulgarian national
minority in Serbia: „I knjiga (j)e kniga – popularizacija i razvijanje bibliotečkih usluga
namenjenim pripadnicima bugarske nacionalne manjine u Srbiji“ and „Knjiga i jezik „na
granici“ i „oko granice““, studied theoretically this topic. This two studies focused users of
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Public Library „Danko Petrov“ in Dimitrovgrad, little locality near Bulgarian border. They are
rare writen documents about the topic about national minority libraries.
Georgiev (2010) underlined the importance of preservation of cultural heritage, listing
three factors that are needed for realization of perservation: 1) resources, 2) technological
development and 3) level of civilization in the society. The author’s attitude is that the book
and language are important issues for preserving ethnical identity. She sees the library as the
keeper of cultral identity, which is important in multicultural environment. According to
Georgieva, library should develop collection with quality publications, provide services that
popularize Bulgarian language, book and culture, especially among children.
In her other study, Georgiev (2011) refers to legislation and human rights, with accent
on national minorities right to perserve their cultural identity. The author focused public
library in Bosilegrad and public library in Dimitrovgrad from the historical point of view. As
in the previous study, the author underlined that libray should develop its collection and
services.

4.5 LONG ESTABLISHED POLISH MINORITY IN ENGLAND
Listwon and Sen (2009) presented the research about Polish minority public library
information and other library needs in England used case study, and combined methodology,
utilizing both questionnaire and interview. The research was done at Sheffield Library Service,
which is a part of Sheffield City Council’s services, with five branch libraries with Polish
minority users. The Polish population was analyzed according to the years of their living in
Poland. The user’s information needs and satisfaction with library service of long established
Poland minority and newly arrived were examined. For purposes of this work, only long
establish Poland minority experience is considered as relevant. Results showed that long
established Polish minority mostly use library to borrow publications in Polish language, and
express the need for more quality Polish fiction written by Polish authors, instead of
translations. As the long established population of Polish minority is elder, they are more
traditional and they do not need access to internet. (Listwon and Sen, 2009)
On the other side, interviewed librarians revealed they were not certain of Polish
minority library user needs, but feel empowered to meet their demands. Researchers
concluded that close cooperation with Polish Library in London could develop their library
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services. There is a need for effective library marketing strategies, and better community
engagement that needs funding and appropriate organizational structure. (Listwon and Sen,
2009)

4.6 SWISS EXPERIENCE
In the research article „Public libraries and the national minorities of Sweden – results
of a national survey”, Hansson (2011) presented the Swiss experience on ethnic minority
library users. The article describes the national survey as a part of the project “Libraries and
national minorities” conducted by Swedish Library Association and the Department of Library
and Information Science at Linnaeus University in Växjö, Sweden from October 2009 to its
finalization date at the end of 2010.
This national project was a team and collaborative effort that focused on the point of
view of five national minority library users in Sweden: Romani, Sami, Jews, Tornedalians and
Swedish Finns. In this research, the survey method and questionnaire was used for gathering
data about these library users. Total 289 questionnaires were sent to all county libraries in
Sweden, of which 181 usable questionnaires were returned. This survey was based on
sociological theory of agnostic pluralism. User needs were analyzed focusing three issues: 1)
media and acquisition (collection development), 2) national minorities cultural activities, and
3) library cooperation with organizations outside the library. The researchers results showed
that there are differences between different national minorities, especially between Swedish
Finns, as the largest minority in Sweden and culturally most similar with Finland population,
and other minorities. A general conclusion is that the examined minority library users are
some kind neglected, having limited library services. The possible reason for this neglecting
lays in the fact that these minorities are not mentioned in Swedish library low that can mean
that public libraries do not have obligation to accomplish this users group needs. (Hansson,
2011)
The issue that connects all presented researches is that they are focusing public
libraries. These libraries are perceived as places for intercultural dialogue among many
cultures. However, it is the fact that, besides public libraries, all national libraries are
multicultural in their essence, collecting publications in all world languages.
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RESEARCH METHOD

5.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE RESEARCH METHOD
One of the most commonly used methods in the library and information science
researches is survey.
Survey is “a group of research methods commonly used to determine the present status
of a given phenomenon.” (Powell and Connaway, 2004, p.83). The main goal of survey
method is to present the objective and actual picture about the certain phenomenon or topic.
The main reason why this method is most used lays in the fact that with the help of this
method a general opinion about the large population, referring to the certain topic, can be
created, while testing, observing and analyzing only a sample of the entire population.
According to Powell & Connaway (2004), survey is the research method that requires
from the researcher to:
-

always have in mind the research problem

-

have sources of information

-

know the nature of the data that are to be collected

-

know the major purpose of the research

Survey method can be applied through the questionnaire and interview. These
instruments used in traditional form, on paper (questionnaire) and in personal (interview).
Today, „the Internet provides opportunities to conduct surveys more efﬁciently and effectively
than traditional means“ (Zhang, 2000), so we use today’s web-based questionnaires and online
interviews.
As regards the survey instruments, questionnaire is the quantitative research method,
with the advantages that they can collect a large data from many people at the same time. It
enables statistical analysis and precise interpretation of results. Some disadvantages of
questionnaire is that it takes cost and time; there is a danger of insincere answers and low
answer rate. Both advantage and disadvantage is that they provide only quantitative data.
Today’s web-based or internet questionnaire have some advantages in comparison with
printed ones. Some of the advantages are: they save time and costs, respondents are not under
pressure when they respond; collected data can be analyzed easier on the web. Unfortunately,
not all people have internet access, which is the biggest disadvantage. Withal, for certain
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topics of the research, and certain population, researchers should combine traditional, printed
and web based questionnaires. With regard to privacy, both types of questionnaires must
respect the privacy of the respondents.
For the objective results of the survey, it is the best way to combine quantitative and
qualitative methods. Questionnaire could be well combined with interview, as with other
similar qualitative methods (e.g. focus group).
There are two different types of interviews: structured and unstructured. Structured
interviews are much similar to questionnaires, with predetermined responses, they are
quantitative, and number based. Unstructured interviews use, on the contrary, qualitative
approach, with open-ended questions. (Beck and Manuel, 2008) As the respondents answer to
interview questions in their own words, the analyses are not numerical, but descriptive.
From shifting to modern technologies, traditional or paper based interviews, such as
phone interviews, are less used in favour to online or internet interviews.
According to Powell and Connaway (2004, p. 149), “An Internet interview is a more
cost-efficient and practical method for conducting in-depth interviews if there is an
economical telecommunications system and if the interviewers and researchers are
comfortable with and knowledgeable of the technology used for the Internet interviews.” This
statement can be applied to the same degree to the web-based questionnaires and e-mail
interviews. Besides economical benefits, e-mail interview gives respondents more space for
expressing the attitude or opinion and more time for thinking. Disadvantage of web based
interview is, as it is the case with the questionnaire, that it cannot record the sincerity of
interviewee, or their feelings, as it is possible in personal interview or other qualitative and
observing focused methods (e.g. think aloud-method).
Interview is „an excellent method to use when tackling research problems that explore
respondents’ beliefs, experiences, opinios, or knowledge structures since the most obvious
way to find out someone’s views is to ask them.“ (Beck and Manuell, 2008, pp. 76-77) Also,
combining the interview with questionnaire is good method to obtain more objective results.
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5.2 THE DESIGN OF THE WORK
5.2.1 Samples
For the purposes of this study, convenience (accidental or ad hoc) sample was used.
This sample is not the best we could use, but in a given context (time and space) it was the
most applicable. Convenience sampling is “a type of non-probability sampling” (“Accidental
sampling”, n.d.) where “the researcher simply selects the cases that are at hand” (Powell and
Connaway, 2004, p. 94), or as the term says, which are convenient. “This type of sampling is
most useful for pilot testing.” (“Accidental sampling”, n.d.)
For this study, Romanian minority library users and librarians from Voivodina’s public
libraries that collect publications in Romanian language were focused. Sample of Romanian
minority population was selected online and also in traditional manner, which is presented in
more details in subchapter 5.2.3 Data gathering.
The representatives were determined by following criteria:
-

library users must be library members of public libraries that collect publications in
Romanian language

-

library users must live in the Voivodina region

-

library users must know Romanian language

The representatives of librarians are determined by following criteria:
-

all librarians or other responsible persons who are in charge with public library
collection in Romanian language

However, convenience sampling should not be mistaken for a representative one and
we should be open to the probability that the respondents are not the best representatives
(Back and Mannuel, 2008). The library users and librarians which answered to my questions
just chose to do it, which is one of the reasons why they are not the most representative
sample. Another reason would be the selected time when the research was done. If the
research will be repeated, the responses could be completely different, because of the different
context.

5.2.2 Instruments
The instruments are enclosed in chapter 10 Appendices.
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For examining library users, I used questionnaire. Questionnaire was the most
appropriate method for examining sample of Romanian minority users that are not
homogenous group, but live in different localities in Voivodina. For obtaining as much
possible responses, I used the web-based and traditional (ordinary or paper) questionnaire.
Totally 200 paper questionnaires were sent to four localities populated with
Romanians, which are important cultural centers for Romanians: Albunar, Torak, Uzdin and
Vršac. Users from other localities that satisfy representative criteria were also considered in
this study. To assure the faster selection of useful responses, questionnaire was written in
Romanian language. For the purposes of this work, the questionnaire is translated in English,
so there is a Romanian and English version of questionnaire. The original, Romanian version
is enclosed in Appendix A: Questionnaire – Romanian version, and English verison is
enclosed in Appendix B: Questionnaire – English version.
For examining librarians, I used interview, both paper and web-based. Totally ten
printed interviews were distributed with the help of students from Department of Romanian
Studies in Novi Sad to Romanian localities that have public libraries. Interviews were also
sent to all public libraries in Voivodina by email. The same as with questionnaire, for the
purposes of this work, the interview is translated in English, but the original version is in
Serbian language, so the interview has Serbian and English version. The original, Serbian
version is in the Appendix C: Interview questions – Serbian version, and English version is in
the Appendix D: Interview questions – English version. The Serbian version is provided
because we took into account the possibility that not all librarians that work with the
publications for Romanian minority users in public libraries know Romanian language.
The questionnaire focused the library users of Romanian origin in Voivodina. It had 21
question for library users plus 2 questions for nonusers. First three questions (Q) were general
and were defining the average Romanian minority library user. These were the questions about
the gender (Q1), age (Q2) and education level of respondents (Q3). They served for the
statistical analysis of this type of users.
The next two questions used as criteria for usefulness of questionnaire. These were the
questions about the library membership (Q4) and locality of the library (Q5). The library
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nonusers3 were omitted in selection and validation of questionnaires, such as library members
of libraries that were not public, that were not in Voivodina and that were not collecting
publications in Romanian language. Because of the small rate of respondents, besides
primarily chosen localities: Alibunar, Uzdin, Torac, and Vrsac, option Other is introduced.
This option had to fulfill the criteria about the library membership and locality of the library;
respondents must be members of any public library that collect publications in Romanian
language in Voivodina. One hidden criteria for validation the questionnaire is knowledge of
Romanian language. (The questionnaire was written in Romanian language).
The other questions were closed, with possibility of users to choose one or multiple
answers. They served for proving or dismissing the hypothesis.
In such a way, the question Q6. How frequently do you visit the library?, corresponds
to the first research question, RQ1: How frequently Romanian minority visits library? The
answer to this question should prove or dismiss the first hypothesis, H1: Most users come to
the library once a month.
The question Q7. For which reasons do you visit the library?, corresponds to the Q2:
For what purposes Romanian minority users use the library? It should prove the next
hypothesis, H2: Most users come to library to borrow books.
Next four questions: Q9. In what language do you prefer to read books and other
materials you borrow in the library?, Q15. Chose the language(s) you prefer to receive
information in your local library., Q16. Why is it important to you to receive information in
that language(s)? and Q17. Which library services should be provided in your mother tongue?
correspond to the RQ3: To what extend and why members of the long-established Romanian
minority from Voivodina need information and library services in mother tongue? and
answerers on these questions should prove the following hypothesis H3: Most users need
information both in Romanian and Serbian language; H4: Most users who better understand
Romanian language and who want to cultivate their mother tongue need information in
Romanian language; H5: Most users need library services in mother tongue.
The next two questions: Q10. Where are published publications which you need? (The
answer of this question will give, besides the approving/disapproving the hypothesis, the
3

Comments of the nonusers are however considered for recognition of reasons why they do not use the library
and for possible popularization and future development of the library.
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answer if the international collaboration between libraries and publishers are needed.); Q8. To
which publications do you have access in your library? are linked with the RQ4: What
publications and information resources do they need and require?, and they should
approve/disapprove the following two hypotheses: H6: Most users need publications published
both in Serbia and Romania; H7: Most users need and require books, magazines and local
newspapers.
The question Q12. What information and library services do you need the most?,
which corresponds to the RQ5: What information services do they need?, should approve the
H8: Most users need to borrow books and free internet access.
The next three questions:Q11. How often do you get what you need?, Q13. Which are
the library services you are satisfied with? and Q14. Which are the library services you are
not satisfied with? are linked with the RQ6: How often do they get what they need?
and with the next two hypothesis: H9: Most users sometimes get what they need;
H10: Most users are mostly satisfied with referral service and library collection, and
unsatisfied with internet access.
The next four questions: Q18. Does you library has internet access?, Q19. For what
purposes you use internet in your library? , Q20. Do you have internet at home? and Q21.
Please, feel free to write on a line what do you need from your local library, refer to the RQ7:
How can multicultural library services develop? and should approve/disapprove
H11: Shifting to digital library will enable easier sharing of resources and establishing mutual
collaboration with libraries abroad and in the country.
The following questions are only for library non-users: Q22. What is the reason for not
being a library member?, Q23. Which sources of information do you use? These questions
could be omitted; however answers can be useful for rethinking of improving the library
services and collection, and for finding the way to attract nonusers to the libraries.
With the help of the interview, more data about library user needs were collected. The
interview consisted of the following 12 questions:
Q1. What is your professional education?, gives the insight if all the librarians are professional
librarians.
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Q2. How well do you know Romanian language?, gives the answer to the question if all the
librarians who work in the libraries that collect, process, preserve and make available the
publications in Romanian language, know Romanian language.
Q3. What type of library is your library? (E.g. public, school, special) is general question, on
the basis which the answers of interview will be taken in consideration, because public library
is one criteria.
Q4. Who are the users of your library? (E.g. students, women, pensioners) is general question
that defines the users, and could be omitted.
Q5. How many regular users of Romanian collection does your library have? (If you don’t
know the precise date about number, write the approximate) is the question that gives as a
statistical and informative data about the users.
Q6. How frequently do users of Romanian minority visit the library? Are there any differences
among these users regarding frequency of visits? (E.g. women in middle ages came more
frequently, students come rarely) is the question that is linked to the RQ1 and H1.
Q7. Which resources your library provides to the users? (E.g. new books in Romanian
language, journals, CD/DVD, movies, music, оnline resources, etc) is linked with the RQ4
and H7: Most users need and require books, magazines and local newspapers.
The next questions are useful for presenting the real condition in the library, the library current
development and need for it. They are:
Q8. How often and how much do you procure publications in Romanian language for your
library? Is your library budget allowing you to purchase all publications you users need?
Q9. What services for users of Romanian minority does your library provide? (E.g. borrowing
books, computer and internet access, online catalogue, or other? Please, mention all.)
Q10. Do you think there are any problems with these services and, if yes, what are these
problems? The answer to this question will help us to define which library services need
improvement.
Q11. What do you suggest for improvement of library collection and services in Romanian
language? The same as the previous question, the answer to this question will help us to
consider specific issues that need to be improved, with the scope of library development.
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Q12. Please, leave the comment about developing your library services, according to the user
needs.

5.2.3 Data gathering
This research covered the time period from the end of June to the end of December
2013. The path of the research was full of obstacles. Accordingly, the response rate was
small. Response rate was smaller than expected: in total 41 valid questionnaires and 4 valid
interview responses were collected and analyzed.
The online questionnaire was placed on Google Drive at the end of June 2013. The
first answer I got on the 5th of July 2013, and the last one on the 27th of September 2013.
The link to the Google Drive questionnaire with the short explication what is it about
was put two times in time span of two months in Facebook groups that gather people from
four Romanian localities, and named by that localities: Alibunar, Torak, Uzdin and Vrsac. The
reason of putting link in social network groups is in accordance with the fact that today social
networks play important role in everyday life, and that people are easy reachable through
them, despite time.
The same link was sent by email to all public libraries in Voivodina. The contact
information and addresses of public libraries and library managers were collected from the
Matice Srpska Library’s Address Book of the Motherboard and Public Libraries in Voivodina
(Biblioteka Matice srpske, 2013). The data that is not found in Address Book is collected by
phone, in contact with library managers.
By the end of September 2013, in total, 31 answers were received, of which only 13
were corresponding to the sample criteria (see subchapter 6.2.1 Samples). From remained 18
respondents, 10 were not library members and the rest 8 were not members of public libraries
in Voivodina. However, not all library members have internet access.
Because the response was too small, by the middle of September, 200 paper
questionnaires are given to the students and professors of Romanian origin from the
Department of Romanian studies at the Faculty of Philosophy in Novi Sad to distribute them.
Four of these persons who live in selected places populated with Romanians distributed them
in their local libraries. By the end of December 2013, 28 respondents that corresponded to the
criteria previously mentioned have answered.
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Another sample was librarians who work in libraries that collect publications in
Romanian language, or persons who are in charge for mentioned collection, if such a library
has no librarian. The knowledge of Romanian language in this case was not the criteria.
The data about the main municipal and public libraries and library directors were
collected from the Address Book of the Motherboard and Public Libraries in Voivodina.
Because, traveling to all the libraries that collect publications in Romanian language was not
possible, my first step, after collecting contacts, was to send link to interview questions by email to all public libraries in region.
The link to the online interview was put on Google Drive in the beginning of June
2013. The link to this interview was sent by e-mail with the request to all public libraries in
Voivodina. The e-mail contained the content that calls librarians to fulfill it. I asked them also
to forward the same e-mail to libraries that collect publications in Romanian language. After
three months of waiting, there were no answers from librarians.
How no one answered me, the next step was to make phone calls to libraries. It is done
in September 2013. This step is done to assure that I will get the answers if I introduce myself
and explain the purpose of my research. Not all the librarians were reachable, not all of them
wanted to collaborate, and some even don’t had office phone numbers. However, after asking
librarians to answer me to some interview questions by phone or online, two of them answered
online few days after the phone call, two refused to speak, and the others were unreachable.
Hence, phone contact leaded to getting two answers online.
Again, I sent through students from Department of Romanian Studies from Faculty of
Philosophy in Novi Sad 10 paper interviews for librarians, in envelopes and with postal mark.
In total, ten interview forms were sent. In December, I got four responses, of which only two
corresponded to the criteria. (Total number of librarians that have answered is 6. Number of
valid answers is 4, of which 2 answers I received online, and 2 by postal mail.)
By the end of December, I collected total 41 useful questionnaire responses (both
online and postal) from library users, and 4 interview responses from librarians. At a given
time better than this could not be obtained.
Even the response is too small; the analysis of the answers is done.
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RESULTS

The objective of this survey was to present the information and other needs of library
users of Romanian minority in Voivodina and their relationship with the public library; to
reveal the frequency of the library use, the most needed library resources, the language of
library services, etc.
The research was done from the end of June to the end of December 2013. The
research was web-based and traditional. Traditional research took place in four Romanian
public libraries in Voivodina, in localities: Alibunar, Torak, Uzdin and Vršac. The other public
libraries that collect publications in Romanian language are also considered.
The data from the web-based questionnare and paper questionnaire is unified and
presented statistically. The data from the interview is presented descriptively.
6.1 RESULTS OF LIBRARY USERS (QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES)

Figure 1. Percentage of responses to the questionnaire. Of total 41 useful questionnaire
responses by library users, 13 responses (32%) were obtained online and 28 responses (68%)
in paper form. (200 questionnaires were distributed traditionally). In total 24% (10 persons)
presented themselves as library non users; they exclusively answered on web-based
questionnaire, and are not considered further as relevant for this study.
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Figure 2. Number of responds from library users by places. The most responses were
obtained from locality Torak (16 respondents, or 39%), following “Other” or different
Romanian public library users (11 respondents, or 27%), then, from Vrsac (9 respondents, or
22%), Uzdin (4 respondents, or 10%) and Alibunar (1 respondent, or 2%). Answers from other
countries, academic and school libraries are omitted. Under the „Other“ are public library
users from: Markovac, Novo Selo, Novi Sad, and unknown (not completed).

Figure 3. Gender of library users. The majority of respondents, 63% or 26 respondents,
are female library users, while 37% or 15 respondents are male library users.
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Figure 4. Age of library users. Respondents between ages 35-44 make 29% (12 users),
between ages 55-64 make 24% (10 users), between ages 45-54 make 20% (8 users), between
ages 55-64 make 10% (4 users), between ages 25-34 make 7% (3 users), ages 18-24 make 5%
(2 users), and age under 18 make 5% (2 users).

Figure 5. Education of library users. According the level of education, 34% of
respondents (or 14 users) finished high school, 22% (or 9 users) have higher education, 20%
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have Bachelor degree (8 users), 10% have Master degree (4 users), 7% (3 users) are PhD, and
7% (3 users) have finished only elementary school.

Figure 6. Frequency of library use. 61% of respondents (or 25 users) visit library once
in three weeks or once a month, 22% (or 9 users) visit library about two times per year, 12%
(or 5 users) visit it once a week or in two weeks, and 5% of respondents (or 2 users) visit it
once a year or rarely.

Figure 7. Motifs for visiting the library. Respondents answers on motifs for visiting the
library were multiple choices. Most users, 95% (or 39) visit library to borrow publications,
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29% users (or 12) visit literary events in library, 12% users (or 5) visit library to read in
reading room, 10% users (or 4) visit library to associate with others, 10% users visit it for
research purposes, 2% users (or 1 user) visit library to use children services, and no-one
answered that visit library to use the internet.

Figure 8. Type of publications available in libraries that collect publications in
Romanian language. Libraries that collect publications in Romanian language, according to
100% answers, collect printed books, some libraries collect journals, newspapers and some
even e-journals, and other materials, according to the results.
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Figure 9. Preferable language of reading. Results show that 61% (or 25) respondents
of Romanian minority library users prefer to read in both languages they know, Romanian and
Serbian; they are followed by 24% (or 10 users) which prefer to read in Serbian language, and
only 15% (or 6 users) prefer to read in mother tongue.

Figure 10. Preferable publications according to the country of publication. Majority of
examined users, 68% (or 28 users) prefer to stay in current with publications published both in
the country they live, and in their country of origin; 20% (or 8 users) prefer to read
publications that are published in Serbia, and only 15% (6 users) from Romania.
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Figure 11. Frequency of receiving needed publications. According to the respondents
answer, 44% (18 users) always, and the same percentage 44% usually receive publications
they ask; 7% (or 3 users) answered they rarely get what they need, 2% (1 user) sometimes gets
what he/she asks for, and 1 user never gets what he/she needs.

Figure 12. Library services that are needed the most.Asking respondents about the
library services they need the most, with the possibility of multiple answers, 90% (or 37 users)
answered they most need to borrow books; they are followed by 27% (or 11 users) that need
(or want) literary events, 24% (or 10 users) expressed the need of help from librarian, 20% (8
users) need to use a reading room, 12% (5 users) to access to OPAC, 10% (4 users) need
services for children, 5% (2) need internet access, 5% interlibrary loan, 2% (1 user) services
for pensions and elderly.
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Figure 13. Satisfaction with library services. Answering with multiple answers, results
show that 85% (or 35) respondents are satisfied with borrowing books, 51% (or 21) with the
help from librarian, 27% (or 11) with literary events, 10% (or 4) with using a reading room,
10% with services for children, 7% (or 3) with access to OPAC, etc.
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Figure 14. Unsatisfaction with library services. Answering with multiple answers, 15%
of respondents (6) expressed unsatisfaction with internet access, 12% (5) with reading room,
10% (4) with interlibrary loan, 7% (3) with services for pensioners and elderly, 5% with
services for persons with disabilities, 5% with literary events, etc.

Figure 15. Languages in which users want to receive information. Most of
respondents, 63% (26) want to receive information in library in both languages they speak, in
Serbian and Romanian; 34% (14) want to receive information in Romanian, and 2% (only 1)
in Serbian language.

Figure 16. Reasons for receiving information in particular language. The reasons for
receiving information in particular language are the following: 61% (25) for cultivating both
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languages, 20% (8) for better understanding of Romanian, 15% (6) for cultivating mother
tongue, 2% (1) for better understanding Serbian, 2% for other reasons (research in both
languages).

Figure 17. Services that need to be in mother tongue. According to the results, and
according to answers of 68% (28) respondents, help from librarian should be provided in
mother tongue; 49% (20) respondents consider that services for children should be in mother
tongue; 29% (12!) consider that should be online public catalogue; 24% (10) consider that
should be services for pensions and elderly.
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Figure 18. Using the internet in the library. According to answers about the use of
internet in the library, 88% (or 36) users do not use it (or do not have it at all in the library),
and only 12% (5) users use it in the library.

Figure 19. Purpose of using internet in the library. Acceding to multiple choice
responses, 5% (2 users) use internet in the library to search the OPAC, 5% to search the web,
5% to check and write email.

Figure 20. Internet at home. The results showed that 78% (32) users had internet at
home, and 22% (9 users) did not have.
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Comments received from library users are following:
1) ″Kind

librarian;

satisfied

with

children

collection;

unsatisfied

with

professional/special literature.″
2) ″The user borrows only what he can find in the library, not satisfying his real
needs.″
3) ″In the library in Vrsac there is no librarian who knows Romanian language, but
there is a collection of books in Romanian. ″
4) ″Need the access to the internet in library, popularization of reading among youths,
popularization of Romanian literature. ″
5) ″Using of internet, acquisition of journals. ″
6) ″Enrichment of the book funds; animation for children in developing their ability to
read. ″

Answers and comments received from library nonusers (10 nonusers) are:
1) ″There is no library in my locality. ″
2) ″I don’t use library for my school needs. ″
3) ″I am entrepreneur (I have very little free time, even at weekends). All necessary
information I find on internet, in journals, mass media, etc. ″
4) ″We don’t have library in our village. ″
According to the question ″How do you get the needed information″”, 100% (10
respondents) answered ″on the internet″, 60% (6) on TV, local newspapers or friends,
50% (5) on radio, and 2 answered ″other″ (″I have my own library″; ″I buy books″)

6.2 RESULTS OF LIBRARIANS (INTERVIEW RESPONSES)

The following characteristics are noted:
-

profession: 2 librarians, 1 director/manager of municipal library, and 1 declared
himself as a worker.
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knowing Romanian language: 2 respondents do not know Romanian language,
1 knows good, and 1 very good, according to their self-evaluation.

-

type of library: 2 public libraries (town and municipal), and 2 village libraries.

-

library users: all profile of users (pupils, students, workers, housewives,
pensioners, local people.
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Table 1
Librarian’s answers on interview questions
Type of library

Public

Public

Village

Village

(municipal/town)

(municipal/town)

Profession

Director

Librarian

Librarian

Worker

Knowing R. language

I don’t know

I don’t know

Good

Very good

Library users

Children, pupils from

All profile of users

Pupils,

elementary

school,

pensioners,

workers,

students,

Local people

workers

housewives, etc.
Nr of users

Literature in Romanian

About 5 or 6

About 100

By 20

language is very poor,
we

had

only

5

borrowings
Frequency of visiting

No regular users

More

the library

often

User’s

come

to

Once a month,

students and pupils,

library when they

without

no regular users

have time and when

exception.

they need to borrow
books,

no

difference between
users

regarding

frequency of use;
exception

are

pupils.
Type

of

information

available in the library

Frequency

of

receiving/acquisition of
publication yearly

Nothing

from

Via internet they

Very small number

Books,

mentioned*, only 114

have access to all

of new books in

newspapers

old books in Romanian

free contents; there

Romanian,

language.

is no acquisition of

journals and local

new books in R.

newspaper

no

Very small number,

No acquisition of new
books

local

local

library is financed
from the budget of
municipal library.

No acquisition
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Library services

Borrowing

(only

existent, old books)

″We

Problems/difficulties

don’t

enough

have

space

procure

Borrowing,

using

Borrowing

reading

room,

using

of

books,
reading

internet,

room

during

professional help in

summer,

literary

searching

events on municipal

and

-

″You are the first

″Lack

one who made the

resources.″

survey

like

(abt. libraries with

of

Romanian

has

our

20.000

of

this

literature in language

library

books

level

actively

minorities;

Borrowing

researching

to
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books),

what means no one

books on 70m2 ″

is interested in this
topic.″

Suggestions
improvement

for

″Expansion,
must

which

-

provide

″Any donations of

″Interlibrary

books are welcome″

collaboration″

municipality″
Comments

-

-

″I hope that in the
future will be more
attention/sense
the

libraries

for
that

collect books in R.
language. ″
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DISCUSSION

The starting hypothesis of this study, which states that Romanian minority in
Voivodina use public libraries to satisfy their information and other needs (cultural, social,
educational, linguistical), and need improvement of current library collections and services,
according to the results of the research, indicates that this statement is true.
The survey research focused places populated by Romanian minority. The certainty
that answers were gathered from the Romanian population is in the language of questionnaire
which is Romanian.
The most questionnaire answers were gathered from village Torak. The majority of
respondents (63%) are female library users. According to online responses, only one male user
answered the online questionnaire, which makes us assume that more female Romanian
library users use internet, or female respondents are simply much ready to participate to the
online survey. Majority of respondents (29%) are between ages 35-44, followed by users
(24%) between 55-64 age. Younger users are giving answers online, and the older answered to
printed questionnaire form. The majority of surveyed library users (34%) finished high school.
In continuity of the work I am giving an overview of the survey results comparing
them with the research questions (RQ) and hypothesis (H) which were tested.
The RQ1, which asks how frequently library users of Romanian minority visit
libraries, is linked with the H1 that states: ″Most users come to the library once a month″.
According to the questionnaire response, 61% of Romanian library users visit the library once
in three weeks or once a month. This result is however promising because this means that the
libraries that collect publications in Romanian language are used, therefore they are worth of
investing for their development. But, librarian answers suggest us to be cautious in this
conclusion, because in two libraries that collect publications in Romanian language there are
no regular users.
The RQ2, which asks for what purposes Romanian minority use libraries, is linked
with H2 that states: ″Most users come to the library to borrow books″. Both library users and
librarians answered that most users (95%) go to library to borrow books, which means lending
books is the main library service. In information age, services are shifting to informational.
However, only 12% (of total 41 respondents) use internet in the library.
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The RQ3, which asks to what extend and why Romanian minority need information
and library services in mother tongue, is linked with the H3, H4 and H5.
The H3 states: ″Most users need information both in Romanian and Serbian language″.
Most users (63%), Romanian language speakers, need information in both Romanian and
Serbian language, the main reason being cultivating their differentia specifica, - bilingualism.
According to this fact and the research answers, most of the users need library services both in
Serbian and Romanian language, which means librarian should know both languages.
The H4 states: ″Most users who better understand Romanian language and who want
to cultivate their mother tongue need information in Romanian language″. All users answered
the questionnaire in Romanian language, which is proof they understand very well Romanian
language, but 61% respondents answered that their preferable language of reading is both
Romanian and Serbian.
The H5 states: ″Most users need library services in mother tongue″. Majority, 63% of
respondents need bilingual information; however 68% consider that help from librarian should
be provided in mother tongue.
The RQ4, which asks what publications and sources Romanian minority need and
require, is linked with H6 and H7.
The H6 states: ″Most users need publications published both in Serbia and Romania″.
This is true according to 68% respondent’s affirmations. This means that Romanian minority
users need to be in current with both local literary creativity and creativity from country of
origin. It means that the intercultural collaboration should be established.
The H7 states: ″Most users need and require books, magazines and local newspapers″.
According to the librarian’s answers, there is no acquisition of publications in Romanian
language, and the current collection is predominantly made up of old editions of books.
However, 100% users have access to books, 51% have access to magazines and 27% to local
newspaper, but librarian’s answers and users comments are urging change.
The RQ5, which asks what information services does Romanian minority need, is
linked with the H8 that states: ″Most users need to borrow books and free internet access″.
Most users (90%) need to borrow books, but only few users (5%) expressed the need to
internet access. User’s comments however show that they need internet in the library.
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The RQ6, which asks how often do these library users get what they need is linked
with H9 and H10.
The H9 states: ″Most users sometimes get what they need″. Users answered they
always (44%) or usually (44%) receive the publications they need, which is anyhow better
than expected.
The H10 states: ″Most users are mostly satisfied with referral service and library
collection, and unsatisfied with internet access″. According to satisfaction and unsatisfaction
with library services, most of them (85%) are satisfied with borrowing books and mostly
(15%) unsatisfied with internet access and using a library room (12%). Here is to mention that
all the respondents answered to the question regarding satisfaction to library services, but not
all of them answered the question about unsatisfaction. However, answers about the
unsatisfaction with internet access, puts in question the H8 result. This is hard to know
because of the small number of respondents. But, while 88% of users do not have internet
access in the library, and 78% are using it at home, we should approve H8. The 12% of users
(5 users!) answered that they use internet for OPAC, surfing and checking email, all answers
being from users from Vrsac and Novi Sad public library, which are city libraries, and have
access to internet.
The RQ7, which asks how multicultural library services can develop, is linked with the
H11 that states: ″Shifting to digital library will enable easier sharing of resources and
establishing mutual collaboration with libraries abroad and in the country″. There are no
comments that would approve this hypothesis, so the other questions are to be set or even
conducting new research on this topic.
According to the interview answers on the question about development of the library,
none of librarians mentioned shifting to the digital library, which should enable easier sharing
of information and resources. As method for improvement of library services, librarians
mentioned expansion that includes financial factor, donation of books, which is part of
traditional librarianship and interlibrary collaboration. It is not precised what kind of
collaboration, but it is supposed to be interlibrary loan, which is one kind of mutual
collaboration with libraries abroad and in the country.
Comparing the results of this research with results presented in the chapter 5 Survey of
published research, the distinctions between minorities and the uniqueness of each of them is
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obvious, but also some similarities. As results of the research showed, Romanian minority in
Voivodina seems to tend to assimilate with the majority population, conclusion made on the
answer of majority respondents to preserve both languages of their environment and the
mother tongue, etc. That makes them distinct from the minorities such as Serbian and Slovak
minority in Baranya County in Croatia, who need information in their mother tongue, to
preserve their culture and stay in contact with their national identity group. The possibility to
compare these minorities with the Romanian minority in Voivodina lays in the fact that they
are long established national minorities that have country of origin and certain recognized
rights, which is not the case with the Romani ethnical group, for example.
The importance for Serbian and Slovaks from Croatia to acquire information from
country of origin is seen in their tendency to borrow journals and newspapers in their mother
tongue (publications mostly published in country of origin). Their need for information about
their identity is high. Romanians from Voivodina need in the same degree information from
country of origin and from country they live in. On the contrary, as another research show,
Romani people are specific group and have different needs than three groups presented above.
Their rights are not recognized as Romanians; they do not have country of origin, and
are marginalized. Romani people have educational need, information need and inclusion into
the society, in which library can help. They need to raise awareness that the library can help
them in accomplishing information and other library needs they have. They are not assimilated
as Romanians.
This study shows that Romanians are assimilated in such a way they are cultivating
two cultures and their bilingualism, so the library services should be developed in such a way
to provide information in two languages, and from two countries. These needs are specific to
this group of users.
The national and ethnical minority library users from England and Sweden differ from
the same minority groups from Serbia and Croatia in their social status, which reflects in every
segment of their life, including their library services. Depending on the type of minority, if
they are long established, national, ethnic minorities, or immigrants, refugees or ingenious
people, their information and other library needs differ.
As a parallel with long established Romanian minority library users in Voivodina, long
established Polish minority library users in England is also satisfied with library services,
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mostly use libraries to borrow publications in Polish language, fiction from Polish authors,
which means collaboration between Poland and England should be established. The same need
is expressed among Romanian library users in Voivodina, which means collaboration between
Serbia and Romania on cultural level should be established.
Ethnic minority’s library user needs in Sweden, as another example, are not prioritized,
as it is presented in chapter 5 Survey of published research, which is one more similarity with
the Romanian minority in Voivodina, according to the librarian’s answers. The evident is the
need for collection development.
The same for all minority libraries is problem of funding, which are important for
further development.
The researches showed that library users from Serbia and Croatia are lacking modern
digital services in their libraries; they are out of 21st century library trends. They are still
focused on traditional developing library collection, and their library services are still
traditional. They lack funding. The collaboration between libraries on international level is not
established.
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CONCLUSION

The study Information and other needs of library users of Romanian minority in
Voivodina, as title say, focused the national and ethnic minorities, in particular Romanian
national minority in North part of Serbia, region Voivodina and their information and other
needs. The study considered this topic from theoretical and empirical perspective.
The empirical part is survey research that was conducted in the period from June to
December 2013, among Romanian minority library users of public libraries in Voivodina. For
gathering data, both traditional, paper based, and contemporary, web-based methods were
used. Despite invested time and research methods, and regarding difficulties in collecting data,
the response rate was very modest. In the certain time framework, it could not be done better.
Although it is rather a small sample, the results are analyzed, but they may not be generalized,
or in other words, they should be taken carefully. However, compared with the presented
similar researches and considering homogeneity of the Romanian minority population and
thus same characteristics of the sample (e.g. all respondents live in Voivodina, know
Romanian language and use public libraries that collect publications in Romanian language),
some general conclusions can be made.
The theoretical part considers presenting other similar researches in Europe and
comparing them with the results of our survey. From this comparison, we can conclude that
Romanian minority library users and the public libraries that collect publications in Romanian
language are traditional. The users of these public libraries primarily express the need of
collection development. They cultivate their bilingualism, and both cultures they are
belonging to. Accordingly, their libraries need to collaborate both with the library and other
cultural institutions inside the country and with the libraries and cultural institutions in
Romania.
Intercultural collaboration could be improved, promoted and (re)established with
modernizing library services in the spirit of digital age. Introducing contemporary technology
in public libraries and developing information systems and services for ethnic and national
minority users could make easier than ever, e.g. interlibrary loan. For that certain technical,
infrastructural and economic aspects are to be satisfied.
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Investment in modern technology services could enable collecting of current and
various online sources in mother tongue. Of course, investment would be worthwhile only if
there are users that openly express the need for them. This survey was the first attempt to do
something about it.
There are several libraries that collect publications in Romanian language in Voivodina
that are well equipped. These are city public libraries, academic library and national library.
They use highly interoperable systems and services (COBISS). However, library systems and
services in Serbia are not interoperable with those in Romania, which further complicates the
intercultural cooperation in our time.
Digital publications that are in Romanian libraries in Romania in open access could
partly satisfy minority users need for information in mother tongue. They could satisfy the
need for variety of information from the past but not for current information, which is
expensive.
The promotion and enabling of open access in minority libraries could solve many
problems. The digital publications and online systems and services could help the users to find
information they need much easier. But, first of all, libraries must provide open access and
invest in their development.
On the whole, the 21st century libraries are much more than physical places where
users borrow books. While national and public libraries in developed countries and in
countries in development are in the process of digitization, national minority libraries and
library collections are still focused on traditional collection development. For national
minority library users the international library collaboration should play a great role in library
development. Sharing of digital resources between two digital libraries should make the
problem of acquisition and collection development easier. This should be based on agreement
between libraries.
To change and improve the current situation the following improvements are needed:
-

collaboration with libraries that collect the same publications in country
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collaboration on international and transboundary level (via national and
academic libraries, Ministry of Culture, Embassy, cultural and language
institutes and foundations, etc.)

-

ensuring funding (e.g. via National Minority Councils, foundations,
projects, etc.)

-

employment of librarians who know both languages

-

education of librarians in modern libraries

-

writing projects for modernizing the library

Studying the information and other needs of national minorities in multicultural arena
is important for accomplishing their rights to information in mother tongue and preserving
their identity. The libraries and library managers should consider the needs of new and next
generations of users. They should also promote intercultural peace with multicultural services.
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APPENDICES

10.1 APPENDIX A
Questionnaire – Romanian version

Vă rog completați acest chestionar. Chestionarul se va folosi pentru cercetările de studiu în
domeniul biblioteconomiei și științei informării. Chestionarul pune în focarul atenției
utilizatorii bibliotecilor de origine română din Voivodina.
Chestionarul conține 23 de întrebări; pentru completare aveţi nevoie de la 5 până la 10 minute.
Chestionarul se completează bifând căsuţa cu răspunsul corespunzător sau completând spaţiile
libere.
Credibilitatea acestei cercetări depinde de sinceritatea D-voastră. Vă rog răspundeți sincer.
Chestionarul este anonim.
Vă mulțumesc.

1. Sexul:
Feminin
Masculin

2. Vârsta:
Sub 18
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
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55-64
65 sau mai mult

3. Nivelul de educație:
Doctor (PhD)
Magistru (sau Master)
Apsolvent al facultății (Bachelor)
Școala superioară
Școala medie
Școala elementară

4. Sunteți membru al biblitoecii?
(Dacă răspunsul este “Da”, treceți la întrebarea următoare. Dacă răspunsul este „Nu“, treceţi la
întrebarea nr. 22)
Da
Nu

5. Înscrieți numele și localitatea biblioteci al cărăi membru sunteți.

6. Cât de frecvent vizitaţi biblioteca?
(Marcați un singur răspuns)
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O dată la săptămână sau o dată la două săptămâni
O dată la trei săptămâni sau o dată pe lună
În jur de două ori pe an
O dată pe an sau mai rar

7. Care sunt motivele care vă determină să vizitați biblioteca?
(Marcați mai mult decât un răspuns)
Împrumutul cărților
Folosirea publicaţiilor în sala de lectură
Folosirea internetului
Şezători literare
Asociere și comunicare
Cercetare
Other:

8. La ce fel de publicații aveţi acces în biblioteca voastră?
(Marcați unul sau mai multe răspunsuri)
Cărți
Reviste
Ziare locale
Cărți electronice sau online
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Reviste electronice sau online
Ziare electronice sau online
Other:

9. În ce limbă preferați să citiți?
(Marcați un singur răspuns)
În limba română
În limba sârbă
În ambele limbi, română și sârbă
Other:

10. Unde au apărut publicaţiile pe care le preferați?
(Marcați un singur răspuns)
În Serbia
În România
În Serbia și România
Other:

11. Cât de frecvent obțineți publicaţiile solicitate în biblioteca voastră?
(Marcați un singur răspuns)
Totdeauna
De multe ori
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Câteodată
Rar
Niciodată

12. De ce servicii aveți nevoie în biblioteca voastră?
(Marcați unul sau mai multe răspunsuri)
Împrumutul cărţilor
Accesul la catalogul online al biblioteci
Accesul la internet
Ajutorul bibliotecarului
Folosirea sălii de lectură
Împrumut interbibliotecar
Şezători literare
Servicii pentru copii
Servicii pentru pensionari/vârsnici
Servicii pentru peroanele cu invaliditaite
Other:

13. Cu ce servicii sunteţi mulţumiţi?
(Marcați unul sau mai multe răspunsuri)
Împrumutul cărţilor
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Accesul la catalogul online al biblioteci
Accesul la internet
Ajutorul bibliotecarului
Folosirea sălii de lectură
Împrumut interbibliotecar
Şezători literare
Servicii pentru copii
Servicii pentru pensionari/vârsnici
Servicii pentru peroanele cu invaliditaite
Other:

14. Cu ce servicii NU sunteţi mulţumiţi?
(Marcați unul sau mai multe răspunsuri)
Împrumutul cărţilor
Accesul la catalogul online al biblioteci
Accesul la internet
Ajutorul bibliotecarului
Folosirea sălii de lectură
Împrumut interbibliotecar
Şezători literare
Servicii pentru copii
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Servicii pentru pensionari/vârsnici
Servicii pentru peroanele cu invaliditaite
Other:

15. Alegeți limba/limbile în care doriţi să primiți informația necesară în biblioteca voastră
locală.
(Marcați un singur răspuns)
În limba română
În limba sârbă
În ambele limbi, română și sârbă
Other:

16. De ce este important să primiți informațiile în limba/limbile respective?
(Marcați un singur răspuns)
Mai bine înțeleg românește
Mai bine înțeleg sârbește
Doresc să cultiv limba maternă
Doresc să cultiv ambele limbi, româna și sârba
Other:

17. Ce sevicii trebuie să fie asigurate în limba maternă?
(Marcați unul sau mai multe răspunsuri)
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Ajutorul bibliotecarului
Catalogul online
Servicii pentru copii
Servicii pentru pensionari/vârsnici
Other:

18. Folosiți internetul în biblioteca voastră?
(Dacă răspunsul este “Da”, treceți la întrebarea următoare; dacă răspunsul este “Nu“, treceți la
întrebarea nr. 20)
Da
Nu

19. În ce scop folosiți internetul în bibliotecă?
(Marcați unul sau mai multe răspunsuri)
Pentru a accesa catalogul online al biblioteci
Navigare (surf)
Verificarea mailului
Other:

20. Aveţi acces la internet acasă?
Da
Nu
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21. Comentarii
(Scrieţi mai jos opiniile, obiecţiunile, comentariile în legătură cu serviciile şi necesităţile
utilizatorilior la bibliotecă).
Întrebările de mai jos se referă la persoanele care NU folosec biblioteca.
____________________________

22. Enumeraţi motivele petru care nu folosiți serviciile bibliotecii?
____________________________

23. În cazul în care nu folosiți serviciile bibliotecii, cum faceţi rost de informațiile necesare?
(Marcați unul sam mai multe răspunsuri)
Internet
TV
Radio
Presa cotidiană
Prin intermediul prietenilor
Other:

Vă mulțumesc pentru colaborare!
Dacă ați terminat cu răspunsurile, apasați un click pe "Submit" și apoi "OK".
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10.2 APPENDIX B
Questionnaire – English version
Please complete the questionnaire. The questionnaire will be used for purposes of research in
the field of library and information science. The questionnaire focuses the libray users of
Romanian origin in Voivodina.
The questionnaire has 23 questions; you will need from 5 to10 minutes to complete it.
Complete the questionnaire by checking the square before answers and by writing on the blank
lines.
The credibility of the results will depend on your sincerity. Please, be sincere.
Thank you.

1. Select your gender:
□ Female
□ Male

2. Please, select your age:
□ Under18
□ 18-24
□ 25-34
□ 35-44
□ 45-54
□ 55-64
□ 65 and over

3. Select your education level:
□ PhD
□ Master of science
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□ Higher education/Faculty
□ High school
□ Primary school

4. Are you a library member? (If your answer is “Yes”, please go to the next question. If
your answer is “No”, go to the question nr. 22)
□ Yes
□ No
5. Please, write on the line the name and the place of your library.

__________________________________________________

6. How frequently do you visit the library? (Mark only one answer)
□ Once a week to once in two weeks
□ Once in three weeks to once a month
□ About twice a year
□ About once a year or less

7. For which reasons do you visit the library? (Chose more than one option)
□ To borrow books
□ To read in the library
□ To visit cultural and literary events
□ To meet people
□ To access the internet
□ To research some topic in my personal interest
□ Other (write on the line)

8. To which publications do you have access in your library? (Choose one or multiple answers)
□ Books
□ Magazines / Journals
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□ Local newspapers
□ E-books
□ E-journals
□ E-newspapers
□ Other (write on the line)

9. In what language do you prefer to read books and other materials you borrow in the
library? (Choose one answer)
□ In Romanian language
□ In Serbian language
□ Both in Serbian and Romanian
□ Other (write on the line)

10. What publications do you prefer to borrow and read? (Please choose only one answer)
□ Published in Serbia
□ Published in Romania
□ Published in both countries
□ Other (write on the line)

11. How often do you get what you need? (Choose only one answer)
□

Always

□

Usually

□

Sometimes

□

Rarely

□

Never

12. What information and library services do you need the most? (Please, choose up to two
answers)
□ Borrowing books
□ Help from librarian
□ Online databases
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□ Free access to computer and internet
□ Services for children
□ Services for elderly
□ Services for persons with disability
□ Literary events
□ Other (write on the line)

13. Which are the library services you are satisfied with? (Choose one or more answers)
□ Borrowing books
□ Access to online library catalogue
□ Access to computer and internet
□ Help from librarian
□ Using a reading room
□ Interlibrary loan
□ Literary events
□ Services for children
□ Services for elderly
□ Services for persons with disabilities
□ Other (write on the line)

14. Which are the library services you are not satisfied with? (Choose one or more
answers)
□ Borrowing books
□ Access to online library catalogue
□ Access to computer and internet
□ Help from librarian
□ Using a reading room
□ Interlibrary loan
□ Literary events
□ Services for children
□ Services for elderly
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□ Services for persons with disabilities
□ Other (write on the line)

15. Chose the language(s) you prefer to receive information in your local library. (Choose
one answer)
□ Romanian
□ Serbian
□ Both Serbian and Romanian
□ Other (write on the line)

16. Why is it important to you to receive information in that language(s)? (Choose one
answer)
□ I better understand Romanian
□ I better understand Serbian
□ I want to cultivate my mother tongue
□ Other (write on the line)

17. Which services should be provided in mother tongue? (Mark as many answers you
need)
□ Help from librarian
□ Online library catalogue
□ Services for children
□ Services for elderly
□ Other (write on the line)
18. Does you library has internet access? (If your answer is “Yes”, go to the next question.
If your answer is “No” go to the question nr. 20)
□

Yes, it does.

□

No, it doesn’t
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19. For what purposes you use internet in your library? (Choose as many answers you
need)
□

For searching library online catalogue

□

For web searching

□

For checking mail

□

For reading online newspapers and magazines

□

For reading online books

□

Other (write on the line)

20. Do you have internet at home?
□ Yes
□ No
21. Please, write a comment, according to your needs and satisfaction with your local
library.
______________________________________________________________________
The following questions are only for library non-users:
22. What is the reason for not being a library member? (Please, write the answer on the
line below)
__________________________________________________________________
23. Which sources of information do you use? (Mark as many answers as you need)
□ Internet
□ Television
□ Radio
□ Newspapers
□ Friends or other people
□ Other (please write on the line)
_________________________________________________________________
Thank you for your time and collaboration!
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10.3 APPENDIX C
Interview questions – Serbian version

Питања која су пред вама фокусирају корисничке потребе чланова библиотека
румунског порекла у Војводини. Ваши одговори ће се користити у студијскоистраживачке сврхе из области библиотекарства и информационих наука.
Упитник се састоји од 12 питања, а за одговоре је потребно издвојити од 5 до 10 минута.
Молим Вас, напишите одговор испод сваког питања.
Веродостојност овог истраживања зависи од ваше искрености.
Упитник је анониман.
Уколико наиђете на неке нејасноће увек можете да ми се обратите на мејл
anda@ff.uns.ac.rs
Хвала на поверењу!
Top of Form
1. Које је ваше звање?
2. Колико добро познајете румунски језик?
3. Ког типа је библиотека у којој радите?
(Пример: јавна, школска, специјална)
4. Ко су корисници библиотеке у којој радите?
(Пример: студенти, жене, пензионери)
5. Колико сталних корисника књига на румунском језику има ваша библиотека?
(Уколико немате тачан податак о броју, напишите приближан)
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6. Колико често посећују библиотеку корисници који су заинтересовани за публикације
на румунском језику? Да ли уочавате неку разлику између оних корисника који чешће
посећују библиоткеу и оних који то чине ређе?
(Пример: чешће долазе жене средњих година, најређе долазе студенти)
7. Којe ресурсе пружа ваша библиотека корисницима?
(Пример: нове књиге на румунском језику, дигиталне часописе, локалне дневне новине,
часописе из Румуније, CD/DVD, филмове, музику, онлајн ресурсе или сл.)
8. Колико књига набаљате на годишњем нивоу? Да ли вам буџет дозвољава да набавите
све публикације које су потребне корисницима румунског порекла?
(Уколико немате тачне податке, молим вас напишите приближне)
9. Које услуге пружате члановима румунског порекла?
(Пример: позајмица, коришћење читаонице, коришћење интернета, онлајн каталози,
књижевни сусрети и сл.)
10. Да ли смартате да се ваша библиотека суочава са неким потешкоћама у односу на
услуге које пружа корисницима румунског порекла? Које су то потешкоће?
11. Које мере предлажете да се побољшају те услуге?
12. Коментари
(Уколико сматрате да је неопходно, напишите коментар о развоју услуга које би
побољшале актуелне потребе корисника библиотеке румунског порекла)
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10.4 APPENDIX D
Interview questions – English version

This interview is about library users of library collections in Romanian language from
Voivodina.

It will be used only for the research purposes in LIS field and possible

development of your library. It is completely anonymous. Please, don’t write your name on it.

Answer the interview questions by writing answers below the question. This interview
consists of 12 questions, and you will need from 5 to10 minutes to complete it. The credibility
of the results will depend on your sincerity. Please, be sincere. Thank you.

If you face any difficulties in completing the e-mail interview, you can always contact me at
anda@ff.uns.ac.rs.

1. What is your professional education?
2. How well do you know Romanian language?
3. What type of library is your library? (E.g. public, school, special)
4. Who are the users of your library? (E.g. students, women, pensioners)
5. How many regular users of Romanian collection does your library have? (If you don’t
know the precise date about number, write the approximate)
6. How frequently do users of Romanian minority visit the library? Are there any
differences among these users regarding frequency of visits? (E.g. women in middle
ages came more frequently, students come rarely)
7. Which resources your library provides to the users? (E.g. new books in Romanian
language, journals, CD/DVD, movies, music, оnline resources, etc)
8. How often and how much do you procure publications in Romanian language for your
library? Is your library budget allowing you to purchase all publications you users
need?
9. What services for users of Romanian minority does your library provide? (E.g.
borrowing books, computer and internet access, online catalogue, or other? Please,
mention all.)
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10. Do you think there are any problems with these services and, if yes, what are these
problems?
11. What do you suggest for improvement of library collection and services in Romanian
language?
12. Please, leave the comment about developing your library services, according to the
user needs.
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